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Abstract

Understanding where and when people look on webpages is essential to web creators. However, collecting gaze data
with traditional eye tracking (ET) is expensive and time-consuming. Alpha.One, a neural marketing company, aims to
predict the gaze sequence of viewing on webpages, using deep learning and generative adversarial neural networks
(GANs). The models are trained on salience data which is aggregated from mouse tracking (MT) experiments on
Amazon's Mechanical Turk. The experiments are conducted via a psychophysical paradigm known as the
mouse-contingent multi-resolutional paradigm (Jiang et al., 2015). The hypothesis of this study is that the shifts of
viewing order are initiated toward the salient intensity level (Henderson, 2003; Itti, 2005; Tseng & Howes, 2008;
Underwood, 2009). This research presents a novel approach to (a) determine the starting point of where users are most
likely to look at first on a webpage and (b) produce a general scanpath. The ET heat maps are compared to the starting
point in general viewing order generated from ET and MT data. The results show the starting point usually is not in the
most salient area of the ET heat maps, and the hypothesis that the first element to be looked at is in the most salient
area is disproved. This indicates that the viewing order cannot be simply deduced from the salient intensity levels of the
heat map.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1 From left to right, (a) Original raw gaze points (b) Colored heat map (Red zones represent higher density
designate where the viewers focused their gaze with a higher frequency) and (c) Kernel density estimation heat map
(similar to colored heat map, the brighter the region, the higher the gaze frequency in that area)

1. Introduction

1.1. Eye tracking and webpage design
People make snap judgments. It takes less than a second
to get the first impression of a person. Webpages are no
different. Users establish an opinion about a webpage in
about 50 milliseconds (ms) (Lindgaard et al., 2006), and
94% of first impressions are design-related (Sillence et
al., 2004). Understanding how users allocate their gaze
while viewing webpages is important for web creators.
To support web designers and researchers in identifying
which visual elements draw attention on webpages, eye
tracking products typically provide heat maps (Tobii Pro
Lab User Manual, 2021). Figure 1 illustrates an example
of gaze points visualization on a webpage. A heat map
(also referred to as density maps) displays the spatial
distribution of gaze data on a

stimulus, which can be aggregated over time for one or
multiple participants.

1.2. Saliency model to predict human
gaze pattern
Visual saliency refers to the perceptual quality that
makes an object or location stand out from its
surroundings, and thus attracts our attention. Visual
attention can be driven by either stimulus-driven
(bottom-up) or goal-oriented (top-down) factors (Pinto
et al., 2013). In stimulus-driven attention, visual saliency
is purely driven by visual data itself. In top-down factors,
high-level information like the goal and preferences of
the viewers can modulate and guide the deployment of
attention. It is much harder to predict top-down
attention, because this depends on the viewer's goal.
Therefore, predicting top-down attention is out of scope
of the current work.

Stimuli

Human eye
fixation
distributions map

expoze.io
prediction map

Figure 2 Some examples of human eye fixation maps and expoze.io prediction maps with natural images (“MIT Saliency
Benchmark,” 2012)



However, collecting gaze data with traditional eye
tracking is expensive and time-consuming, making it
difficult for web designers to benefit from the insight of
eye movements. Using computer vision and machine
learning to predict visual attention has been an area of
active research in recent years. Alpha.One, a neural
marketing company, successfully developed the
application platform expoze.io1, which utilizes Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) to predict where people
look at natural images in a free-viewing condition
reported accuracy compared to actual human
performance (Expoze.io, 2021), some examples shown in
Figure 2.

1.3. The evolution of salience modeling
Classic computer vision model
Judd et al. (2009) developed a saliency model classifier,
along with semantic-level features, and multiplying
center bias. Preattentive elements including intensity,
orientation and color contrast are classified as “low-level
features”. “High-level features” include faces, animals,
text, objects, and social interaction. The work of Tseng et
al. (2009) shows people gaze fixations are biased toward
the center of the natural scene stimuli. The model of
Judd introduced the center prior of which indicates the
distance to the center for each pixel.

Deep learning salience predictions
The success of convolutional neural networks on large
scale object recognition has brought along a new wave
of saliency models that perform markedly better than
traditional saliency models based on handcrafted
features (Borji, 2021). expoze.io is based on the saliency
model SalGAN (Pan et al., 2017) which utilizes
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN). The GAN is
called “generative” because it generates new data with
the same statistics as the training set, the framework of
GAN as shown in Figure 3. The generator produces new
salience data that is derived from the learned probability
distribution. The discriminator acts like a judge. It
decides if its input comes from the generator or from the
ground truth training set. The generator is trying to
maximize the probability of making the discriminator
mistake its input for the ground truth data. The
discriminator forces the generator to produce more
realistic images. The GAN is a zero-sum game between
generator and discriminator, and the optimization goal is
to reach Nash equilibrium (Ratliff et al., 2013), where the

1 Visual attention prediction platform developed by
Alpha.One https://www.expoze.io/

generator would capture the general training data
distribution from human saliency maps, and the
discriminator would always be unsure whether the map
is an artificial map or from human training data.

Figure 3 Generative Adversarial Networks framework (An
Intuitive Introduction to Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs), 2018)

1.4. Utilizing large scale mouse data on
saliency model training
As deep learning saliency models rely heavily on large
scale data, crowd-sourcing mouse tracking data is a
potential alternative to lab-based eye trackers. Jiang et
al. (2015) designed a mouse-contingent
multi-resolutional paradigm relying on
neurophysiological and psychophysical studies of
peripheral vision. Blurring the image outside the center
of the mouse aimed at simulating natural viewing
conditions of humans (shown as Figure 4). It is assumed
that the viewer points the mouse intuitively to the
elements that, despite the blur, stand out most from the
background, reflecting the saliency of the various image
elements to the viewer.

(a) (b)
Figure 4 Jiang et al. (2015) develop (a) mouse tracking
paradigm with a ‘moving window’ to mimic (b) human
field of view (Younis et al., 2019)

https://www.expoze.io/


(a) (b)
Figure 5 Scanpath(s) from (a) one and (b) group level of 25 participants

1.5. Going beyond a heat map to a
starting point and scanpath
The high-level and long-term goal of Alpha.One is to
train a neural network to predict the scanpath on
marketing material and webpages. A crucial goal of any
visual design is to communicate the relative importance
of different design elements, so that the viewer knows
where to focus attention and how to interpret the
design. Although heat maps can provide a valuable
overview of important elements of interest on a
stimulus, they are not designed to illustrate the
scanpath, which reveals the time sequence of viewing.
However, studies on multiple users’ scanpath are
problematic, as the scanpath may differ a lot between
individuals. Scanpaths overlap and the visualization
becomes cluttered and hard to interpret, as shown in
Figure 5.
Some neural-computational saliency models (Henderson,
2003; Itti, 2005; Tseng & Howes, 2008; Underwood,
2009) suggest the shifts of attention and subsequent
saccadic eye movements are sequentially executed
towards locations with ascending salience intensity
levels. The first fixation should be directed towards the
most salient location in the visual field, the second
fixation to the second most salient location, etc.
However, those models focused on less complex natural
scenes, and the validity of rich visual element contents
like webpages is still unknown.

1.6. Problem statement and outline of
study
“Starting point” is the first visual element that users are
most likely to look at first on a webpage (Drusch et al.,
2014), which is also considered the first point in the
scanpath. Understanding the common viewing order,
and especially the starting point, is particularly
important to web designers. As the first information we
receive is usually anchored with the primacy effect that
people tend to recall items at the beginning of a
sequence more than other items (Foulsham & Kingstone,
2013; Interaction Design Foundation, 2020; Wiswede et
al., 2007). The underlying motivation for this project
emerged from the following questions: How can we
define the starting point? Is the starting point also in the
most salient area on the heat map? To answer these
questions, this study has the following three objectives:

(a) To quantify how similar the heat maps of eye
tracking, mouse tracking and expoze.io are.

(b) To define a method to find the starting point in
group level data and compare the starting point
from both mouse tracking and eye tracking data.

(c) To define a method to find a scanpath in group
level data from both mouse tracking and eye
tracking data.



(a) Pictorial (b) Text (c) Mixed
Figure 6 Examples of webpages in dataset

2. Webpage dataset collection
There is no publicly available eye and mouse tracking
dataset on real webpages. Fortunately, a dataset of
webpage stimuli was collected at Alpha.one in the past.
The dataset was created by collecting mouse tracking
data from 27 participants and eye tracking data from 25
participants on 51 webpage stimuli during a free-viewing
task.

2.1. Webpage stimuli
51 screenshots of Dutch webpages were created. The
screenshots were made by grabbing the viewport of a
web browser above the fold without any further scrolling
or clicking. The images were collected from various
sources on the internet at a resolution of 1080 x 720
pixels (px). These webpages were categorized as
pictorial, text, and mixed according to the composition of
text and pictures (Example of webpages shown in
Figure 6).

2.2. Eye tracking data collection

Illustration of
computer screen
for ET experiment

Participants 25
Device Tobii Pro Nano, Monitor with

resolution of 1920 x 1020 px
Sampling rate 60 Hz
Task Free-viewing
Viewing Time 5s

Setup
and procedure

Participants were seated in front of
the computer screen at a distance of
65-75 cm. Calibration was done using
the 9-point grid method. For each
stimulus, an image was presented in
random order. Participants were
informed to free-view the webpage
for 5s. Participants were asked to
fixate their eyes at the center fixation
cross for 2s before each trail.



2.3. Mouse tracking data collection
Although the work of Jiang et al. (2015) demonstrates a
high level of success of eye-mouse tracking saliency map
with nearly 90% of similarity utilizing the
mouse-contingent multi-resolutional paradigm, the
paper does not give implementation details of the
blurring mask they have used. Therefore, Alpha.One
implemented its own mouse-contingent paradigm,
similar to Jaing et al. (2015), to be used on Amazon
Mechanical Turk (AMT) with the following parameters:
1. The whole image of the webpage was blurred in real
time using Gaussian Blurring with SD=7. Figure 7 helps to
understand the effect of SD value to blurring.
2. The location of the mouse representing the fovea was
unblurred.
3. The unblurred view of the image had a diameter of
110 pixels (~5◦ visual angle) and a soft edge with a SD=7.
4. The appearance of the high-resolution area to the
viewer was delayed by 200 ms with consideration of
saccadic latency (Vencato & Madelain, 2020).

We discuss the potential adjustment of parameters in
Section 6.1. Areas for enhancements.

Figure 7 The effect of different standard deviation value
of Gaussian blurring

Illustration of
computer screen
for MT experiment

Participants 27
Device Mouse & desktop or laptop

computer
Sampling rate 60 Hz
Task Free-viewing
Viewing Time 10s, considered cursor moves slower

than eye (Jiang et al., 2015)

Setup
and procedure

Participants proceeded the
experiment on the AMT online
platform with their own devices. A
training round with three trails of
blurred words in different locations
allowed users to familiarize with the
setup. For each stimulus, an image
was presented in a random order.
Participants were informed to
free-view the webpage for 10s.
Participants must had to move the
cursor onto the fixation cross before
each trail.

2.4. Data analysis and manipulation
Although Tobii Pro Lab software and some open source
toolbox like PyGaze (Dalmaijer et al., 2014) provide a
high-level analysis and plotting program for eye tracking
data, there is no integrated platform for eye-mouse
tracking data. Therefore, we developed our own code at
Alpha.One based on Python for data analysis and
visualization in this project. Due to the difference in
hardware and software setting, the mouse tracking and
eye tracking data have different sampling rates. Eye
tracker collects data at a sampling rate of 60 Hz, while
mouse data sampling is only triggered with cursor
movement (no data is collected if no mouse event) as
restricted by the AMT environment. The mouse tracking
data is resampled in 60 Hz, which matches the data in
position.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282793850_SALICON_Saliency_in_Context


(a) Colored Gaussian Kernel Filter (b)Raw position data dots (c) Data applied with Gaussian Kernel
Filter

Figure 8 Heat map visualizations

2.4.1. Heat map generation
The heat map presented in this project is raw position
data and does not classify the data into fixations,
saccades or other eye or mouse movements (Tobii Pro
Lab User Manual, 2021) to avoid uncertainties
influenced by the implemented fixation detection
algorithm (Hessels et al., 2018). There is no concrete
study or systematic research done on investigating the
correlation between time spent and fixation duration on
mouse tracking and eye tracking behavior.

The heat map is generated by convolving a 2D Gaussian
kernel filter (Generate a Heatmap in MatPlotLib Using a
Scatter Data Set, 2017) on position points gathered in

the dataset. In this work, the total kernel is fixed at 180
px with a standard deviation of 15 px and is used to
smooth the point and generate a map (example shown
as Figure 8).

2.4.2. Reducing the effect of position bias
A strong position bias is found within the collected
dataset. Examples in Figure 9 illustrated unusual viewing
patterns around the center area of stimuli, even though
no visual design elements exist there. It is believed the
phenomena is mainly due to the center fixation cross
displayed at the beginning of the trial. Position bias can
be problematic when comparing webpage salience if
content is more concentrated in the center of the scene.
Thus, we attempt to reduce the effect of position bias
with post-hoc analysis.

(a) Eye tracking heat map (b) Mouse tracking heat map
Figure 9 Position bias, especially in the center area of stimuli, is observed with the collected dataset

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c8/Arrow_Orange_LowerRight.svg/1024px-Arrow_Orange_LowerRight.svg.png


Figure 10 Breakdown of events and time intervals related to the measurement of reaction time (Lange et al., 2018).

Visually guided pointing movements from one visual
target to another are usually preceded by corresponding
saccadic eye movements, which are preceded by several
brain processes preparing the two movements. (Lange et
al., 2018) (2018) adopted the visual and motor response
times measurement from Magill & Anderson (2010) and
suggested a breakdown of events with eye-hand
coordination considering the present of fixation cross
(shown as Figure 10).

Although there are many studies on eye-hand
coordination behaviors in computer tasks, few work
focus on the reaction time during free-viewing on
webpages, and none of them are in the blurred MT
setting. Thus, we cannot directly implement the findings
from other studies. Upon this, a spatial and temporal
analysis is conducted in the dataset by identifying the
initial area around the first location point and reviewing
the time spent in the initial area.

Identifying the initial area
(a) Fovea projection on the screen

(b) Initial area

Figure 11 Define an initial area for analysis saccadic
latency time of eye moves off the central target.

Figure 10 illustrates the initial area with the first position
points and the surrounding region in a radius of 50 px.
This size approximates the size of the human’s eye foveal
(5°) projection on the screen. Under the consideration of
participants’ viewing distance away from the screen (~65
cm), screen size (52.8 x 29.7 cm) and screen resolution
(1920 x 1080 px), as mentioned Section 2.2 Eye tracking
data collection.

Reviewing the time spent in the initial area

Figure 12 Comparison of eye-mouse tracking time spent
inside the initial area

Figure 12 shows the time spent inside the initial area of
all participants on 51 stimuli. The mean time in eye
tracking data is 201 ms (SD = 101.6) and 629 ms
(SD=421.9) in mouse tracking data. The finding
converges with the eye behavior described by Salthouse
& Ellis (1980) that the minimum pause time of the eye is
estimated to be about 200ms without any stimulus
processing. Huang et al. (2012) found that delay from
gaze to cursor actions between 250-700 ms.



(a) ET - Original (b) ET - Positional bias filter (c) MT - Original (d) MT - Positional bias filter
Figure 13 The effect of Spatial & Temporal Filter on heat maps

Filtering the data
Spatial and temporal filtering are applied on the datasets
to reduce the effect of position bias with the following
criteria:
1. Remove the subject’s data from the stimulus'

dataset if a subject stays in the initial area longer
than 2000 ms. This indicates the subject does not
actively participate in that trail or data lost during
the experiment.

2. For eye tracking data, only consider viewing data
points outside the initial area for the first 250 ms
(upper quartile of time spent in the initial area with
eye tracking data as shown in Figure 12), with the
consideration of saccadic latency time of eye moves
off the central target.

3. For mouse tracking data, only consider viewing data
points outside the initial area for the first 700 ms
(upper quartile of time spent initial area with
mouse tracking data as shown in Figure 12), with
the consideration of delay from gaze to cursor
actions.

Figure 13 demonstrates how the spatial-temporal filter
reduces the effect of position bias on the heat map.

3. Objective 1: Comparing
maps similarity
The work of Jiang et al. (2015) shows that lab eye
tracking and AMT mouse tracking can generate heat
maps with high similarity. They had successfully trained a
computational model utilizing mouse maps on AMT on
natural scenes (Bylinskii et al., 2015). This suggests
mouse tracking can be useful for model training, aimed
at predicting gaze patterns. How well can computational
model expoze.io predict saliency in webpages? Is it
possible to reach human level accuracy by AMT mouse
data at current experimental settings? In order to help
us understand the models, it is important to evaluate the
similarity between eye tracking (ET) maps, AMT-mouse
tracking (MT) maps and prediction maps. Figure 14
shows an example of produced maps.

(a) Original (b) Eye tracking map (c) AMT-mouse tracking map (d) expoze.io prediction map
Figure 14 Example of heat map from eye and mouse tracking experiment and computational model

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/c/c8/Arrow_Orange_LowerRight.svg/1024px-Arrow_Orange_LowerRight.svg.png


3.1. Metrics to measure the agreement
between two maps
There are several indices for evaluation metrics to
measure the agreement between heat maps. In general,
the matrices of saliency evaluation are divided into
location-based and distribution-based metrics.
Location-based metrics consider saliency map values at
discrete fixation locations, while distribution-based
metrics treat both ground truth fixation maps and
saliency maps as continuous distributions. For easier
interpretation of the result, we chose shuffled AUC
(sAUC) in the first category and histogram intersection
similarity (SIM) in the second category.

3.1.1. Location-based metric: Shuffled AUC
(sAUC)
The most widely used method to evaluate and compare
saliency models is Area under ROC Curve (AUC) as
illustrated in Figure 15. The saliency map is treated as a
binary classifier to separate positive from negative
samples at various thresholds. The true positive (TP) rate
is the proportion of the saliency map’s values above the
threshold of fixation locations. The false positive (FP)
rate is the proportion of the saliency map’s values that
occur above the threshold sampled from random pixels
sampled at a fixed step size. The shuffled AUC (sAUC)
(Borji et al., 2013) compensate for center bias, which is
common in saliency datasets, by sampling FPs from
fixations from other images. sAUC reduces the
center-bias to ensure an unbiased comparison of
saliency models (Bylinskii et al., 2019). The range of
sAUC is from 0 to 1. The higher the value, the more
accurate the saliency model predicts human eye
movements.

Figure 15 Area under curve

3.1.2. Distribution-based metric: Similarity
(SIM)
This similarity metric is also called histogram intersection
and measures the similarity of two discrete probability
distributions (histograms). SIM is calculated as the sum
of the minimum values of each pixel as:

��� =  ∑��� (�� �= 1 (�), �� (�))

Where 𝐒́ and �́� are the normalized saliency map and the
fixation map, respectively. A similarity score between
zero (no overlap) and one (the distributions are the
same). Figure 16 shows an illustration of an example
histogram intersection similarity method.

Figure 16 Histogram intersection similarity method



Figure 17 The performance of across eye tracking, mouse tracking and prediction model

3.2. Analysis on produced heat maps
Produced heat maps of 51 stimuli from ET, MT and
expoze.io can be found in Appendix A.

3.2.1. The performance across eye tracking,
mouse tracking and prediction model
Figure 17 reports the result of SIM and sAUC score of MT
and expoze.io prediction map in comparison to ET map,
with the benchmark of natural image (“MIT Saliency
Benchmark,” 2012).

The results in Figure 17 shows that both MT and
Expoze.io did not produce heat maps comparable to ET
maps on webpage stimuli up to the standard on natural
scenes. Surprisingly, although expoze.io is trained on less
complex natural scenes, it is able to generate prediction
maps with sAUC score 0.82 with acceptable level of
overlapping to human eye results.

On the other hand, the performance of MT is even lower
then computational network without specifically trained
on webpage datasets. Figure 18 presents the images
with high and low sAUC scores in MT. While the
mouse-eye agreement is high in pictorial webpages, it is
generally lower in more complex mixed layout with texts
and pictures.

Figure 18 presents the image with high and low sAUC
scores in MT.

Human ET map Human MT map Expoze.io prediction map

Figure 18 Examples with high and low eye-mouse evaluated with sAUC. Colored heat maps are overlaid. expoze.io
prediction map as reference to sAUC score on the same stimuli



(a) SIM score (b) sAUC score
Figure 19 The number of ET and MT participants to achieve ET performance

3.2.2. The performance of varying numbers
of participants
We suspected the number of participants is a potential
cause of the performance gap between ET and MT. To
more carefully examine whether increasing the number
of MT participants can improve the maps agreement
with ET, we measure how well different numbers of ET or
MT participants can approximate the ground-truth ET
maps. To evaluate the performance as a function of the
number of participants, the participants are randomly
chosen from the ET and MT dataset to produce a heat
map, and the mean performance is reported. The result
shows in Figure 19.

In Figure 19 (a) and (b), the slopes flattened after 20
participants (slope > 0.002). This indicates increasing the
number of MT participants with the current setting is
less likely to reduce the performance gap to ET. Even 25
participants contributing mouse data can not achieve the
ET performance of 5 observers.

3.2.3. The most salient location comparison
To understand the gap between MT map, expoze.io and
ET map, the most salient location on each map is
evaluated. The visual comparisons are affected by the
range and scale of saliency values, and are driven by the
most salient locations, while small values are not as
perceptible and don’t enter into the visual calculations
(Bylinskii et al., 2019). The brightness intensity of a pixel
on a saliency map indicating the saliency. The saliency
value is normalized from 0 (pure black) to 255 (pure
white). The most salient location is deduced from the
maximum value on the saliency map. Table 2 shows

whether the most salient location on MT and expoze.io
prediction map agree with ET map.

The most salient location agree with ET
map (stimuli = 51)

Human MT 27.41%
expoze.io 41.18%
Table 2 The most salient location comparison of ET, MT,
expoze.io prediction maps

The result shows the agreement between the ET-MT
heat map on the most salient location is explicitly low
with merely 27% of the most salient location in the ET
map is observed in the ET map. The accuracy for
expoze.io predicting the most salient area in ET maps is
only 48%

3.3. Discussion
In this section, we investigate how well the current
expoze.io model performs in predicting saliency on
webpages and whether crowdsourced mouse tracking
can be an alternative to eye tracking data to train a
neural network.

Although expoze.io is trained on a natural image dataset,
the results indicate that expoze.io is able to produce
saliency maps at an acceptable level to humans
(SIM=0.60, sAUC=0.82). However, there is still nearly
60% false prediction of the most salient location. There is
still room for improvement to enhance the accuracy by
training the GAN model on webpage dataset.



We investigate the utility of using mouse position data
collected on AMT with current parameters to mimic the
human field of vision as an alternative for eye tracking
data. The agreement between MT to ET (SIM=0.58,
sAUC=0.66) is even worse than expoze.io to ET
(SIM=0.60, sAUC=0.82). Adding the number of MT
participants is less likely to reduce the performance gap.
The difference between MT and ET may be caused by
the ill-defined mouse tracking parameter, as mentioned
in Section 2.3. Mouse tracking data collection. The
values for the blurring time, intensity and unblurring
time need to be experimentally verified and optimized.
The finding adversely affects the reliability of mouse
tracking ground truth as an alternative to eye tracking
for model evaluation under the current settings.

4. Objective 2: Determining and
comparing the starting point

Figure 20 Face is the most salient area in the example
webpage. Is the face also the starting point?

Some neural-computational saliency models
(Henderson, 2003; Itti, 2005; Tseng & Howes, 2008;
Underwood, 2009) suggested that the shifts of attention
and saccadic eye movements are initiated toward the
salient intensity level. If this model succeeded, a general
scanpath can be produced based on the resulting heat
map. The starting point, which is defined as the first
visual element that users are most likely to look at first
on a webpage, plays a critical role in viewing sequence
analysis. The motivation questions in this section are
listed as the following:

● How can we determine the starting point from
ET and MT data at the group level?

● Is the starting point always located in the most
salient area on the ET heat map?

● Are the starting points of ET & MT matching?

4.1. Methodology

4.1.1. Temporal binning
It is assumed that most people look into certain
locations at the initial time due to stimulus driven
orienting, and the gaze point becomes more dispersed
over time (Sutcliffe & Namoun, 2012). Thus, the initial
time of viewing (referred as the first temporal bin) has to
be defined.

Fixations are the times when the eyes essentially stop
scanning, holding the central foveal vision in place so
that the visual system can take in detailed information
about what is being looked at (Tobii Pro Lab User
Manual, 2021). Fixation time has to be long enough to
enable encoding of the visual information around the
fixation point. Although there is no explicit definition of
fixation and fixation duration, fixation duration is
considered as 250 ms within the range of webpage eye
tracking studies (Djamasbi, 2014; Tullis & Albert, 2008)
for computational approach.

To extend the approach as described in Section 2.4.2.
Reducing the effect of position bias, the first temporal
bin for eye tracking data is 0-500 ms by considering 250
ms saccadic latency time of eye moves off the central
target, plus 250 ms fixation time for engagement with
visual information. The first temporal bin for mouse
tracking data is 0-700 ms by considering the cursor tends
to lag behind gaze by 700 ms (Huang et al., 2012).
Figure 21 shows the example of gaze point in the first
temporal bin for starting point analysis.

Figure 21 Raw eye tracking gaze point in the first
temporal bin of 0-500 ms.



(a) The cell in column 4 and row 2 contains the highest
number of gazes.

(b) Starting point (red circle) is annotated with the ratio
of gaze point inside the cell.

Figure 22 Example of determining starting point by grid method.

4.1.2. Grid method
To determine the starting point, the first simple
approach is to apply a grid-layout segmentation with grid
size a 40 x 40 px. The cell containing the maximum
amount of gaze point is annotated as the starting point,
as illustrated in Figure 22. The percentage value shown
inside the dot is the ratio of gaze point inside the cell
over alldata points within the temporal bin.
Limitation of the grid method

To verify whether the grid method can generate a
consistent starting point, different grid dimensions are
applied. It is found the method is sensitive to the size of
cells in some stimuli, as an example demonstrates in
Figure 24. As the grid is structured in fixed size, without
associating with the position of actual visual stimuli or
other data points in the neighboring cells, a miss leading
starting point may be produced. Figure 23 illustrates an
example of two clustered gaze points (in color green and

blue) with a mesh applied, and location F4 is considered
the starting point with the grid method. Although the
green cluster contains more gaze than the blue one, the
points are split evenly, and the number of counts in the
cell does not represent the actual condition.

Figure 23 Miss leading starting point (location F4)
produced with grid method.

In view of the limitations brought by the grid method,
the methodology of identifying the densest area is
revisited by considering the distance between individual
points, and will be discussed in the next section.

(a) Grid size 20 x 20 px (b) Grid size 40 x 40 px (c) Grid size 120 x 120px
Figure 24 Different grid sizes could vary the starting point (red circles).



4.1.3. Density map method: Kernel density
estimation with Gaussian kernel
Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric way
to estimate the probability density function of a random
variable. The contribution of each data point is
smoothed out from a single point into a region of space
surrounding it. Figure 25 illustrates the KDE with a
Gaussian kernel visualization on data points. The
parameter of map generation can be found in Section
2.4.1. Heat map generation.

Figure 25 Visualization of KDE with a Gaussian kernel
computed on data points (Perrot et al., 2015). Image (a)
presents the density function visualization of the original
data point. On image (b) The closest points have been
merged into a single point whose weight is the sum of
the weights of the merged points. For instance, points A,
B and C have been merged into A’. The weight of A’ is the
sum of the weights of A, B and C. Image (c) shows the
result of another merging pass. Points B’ through F’ have
been merged into A”.

The density map method is able to produce a more
accurate starting point location compared to grid
method, reflecting the densest area of MT or ET
participants located at. By considering the time interval
mentioned in Section 4.1.1. Temporal binning, density
maps are produced individually from ET and MT data,
and the densest areas on the maps are considered as the
starting points. An example of identifying the starting
point in ET and MT density maps, shown in Figure 27.

The random distribution of position data points on a
pixel is 0.002%. The starting point of ET contains 7.0%
data point (SD = 2.42) and the starting point of MT
contains 6.9% data point (SD = 1.96) in the average of 51
stimuli. This indicates the methodology of the temporal
bin and density map method can generate a convincing
starting point from the dataset.

4.2. Starting point analysis
To test the hypothesis whether the starting point is
always located in the most salient area on the ET heat
map, the analysis of the starting point on the ET and MT
heat maps is carried out. Figure 26 demonstrates a plot
of starting points in ET and MT data from the first
temporal bin, and overlays the ET heat map (output from
0-5 s viewing time). In this example, the most salient
area is the girl’s face on the right-hand side but the
starting point of ET is generally located on the large text
box on the top left area, and the MT starting point
agrees with ET data. This means most ET and MT
participants looked at the text box first instead of the
most salient face area in this stimulus.

Figure 26 A plot of ET and MT starting points on ET heat
map produced from 5s free viewing.

(a) ET starting point (in color red) (b) MT starting point (in color blue)
Figure 27 ET density map (a) created from the first temporal bin 0-500 ms. MT's density map (b) created from the first
temporal bin 0-700 ms.

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/On-image-a-the-density-function-visualization-of-the-original-point-set-The-black_fig1_281415976


51 stimuli plotted with the starting point of ET and MT,
and the most salient point in ET heat map, are examined
to understand whether the ET starting point shares the
same visual element as the most salient point, and if ET
and MT starting point agree with each other. As logos
appear in every webpage, we want to know whether a
logo is likely to be viewed as the first place in ET and MT
settings. A classification of logos is carried out on the
data set as well. All plotted stimuli can be found in
Appendix B and the table 1 shows the result of starting
point analysis.

ET starting point share the most salient
point on ET heat map

41.18%

ET-MT staring point agree 28.41%
MT starting point is in the logo area 70.59%
ET starting point is in the logo area 9.80%
Table 1 Starting point analysis

4.3. Discussion
Three questions are raised at the beginning of this
section: (1) How can we determine the starting point
from ET and MT data at the group level? (2) Is the
starting point always located in the most salient area on
the ET heat map? (3) Are the starting points of ET & MT
matching?

The density map method is able to generate a convincing
starting point from ET and MT data with the first
temporal at the group level. The initial hypothesis of the
starting point is it is always located in the most salient
point on the ET heat map. However, the hypothesis is
disproved, with only 41% of starting points located in the
most salient area. This indicates that the viewing
ordering cannot be simply deduced from heat map’s
salient intensity levels.

There is a huge gap between the agreement of ET-MT

starting point, with only 28% of them sharing the same
area. This shows the MT data at the current setting is
unreliable to use as a training dataset for starting point
prediction in the GAN model. An unexpected finding is
that over 70% of the starting points are in the logo area
with MT tracking condition, while only 10% ET starting
points are observed in the logo area. This reflects that
there is a distinctive viewing behavior in ET and MT
study under the current setting. The behavioral
difference may be caused by the ill-defined mouse
tracking parameter, as mentioned in Section 2.3. Mouse
tracking data collection. The values for the blurring time,
intensity and unblurring time need to be experimentally
verified and optimized.

5. Objective 3: Determining a
general scanpath
Is it possible to find a scanpath from both mouse
tracking and eye tracking data at the group level?
Although the hypothesis of generating a general
scanpath based on the heat map’s salient intensity level
is disproved, the methodology of identifying the starting
point from the density map in a temporal bin provides
insight for producing a general scanpath by a shift of
time.

5.1. Methodology and result
By extending the methodology in Section 4.1.1.
Temporal binning, the following temporal bins are 250
ms after the starting point in ET data, considering the
fixation time for engagement with visual information
(Djamasbi, 2014; Tullis & Albert, 2008). Similar
configuration on MT data with the following temporal
bins set as 700 ms, by considering the cursor tends to lag
behind gaze by 700 ms (Huang et al., 2012).

(a) 0-500ms (b) 500-750ms

...

(c) 2500-2750ms (d)2750-3000ms

Figure 28 The most commonly viewed point (circle in color red) shifts in each temporal bin of ET data



A density map is generated in each temporal bin, and the
densest point on the map is considered the most
commonly viewed point within that time interval.
Figure 28 demonstrates the location of the densest point
shifts over time. By connecting the point in each
temporal bin, a general viewing order can be produced
across spatial-temporal aspects of the data. 11 temporal
bins are resulting in 11 most commonly viewed points in
time sequence. It is expected there will be two
continuous points very close to each other if an
attractive element exists. If the two continuous points
are within the distance of 40 px, the following point will
be merged in the previous point to avoid overcrowding
in the scanpath. The size of the merged circle will be
larger to indicate the viewing duration of that point. An
ascending sequential numbering annotated in each of
the most commonly viewed points indicates the viewing
order. Figure 29 shows an example of a general scanpath
produced from ET and MT data by the temporal bin shift
method at group level. All general scanpath produced
can be found in Appendix B.

(a) ET general scanpath

(b) MT general scanpath

Figure 29 Example of general scanpaths produced from
temporal bin shift method

Figure 30 ET general scanpath overlay on scanpaths
from 5 individual participants with Tobii Fixation Filter

Figure 30 shows a comparison of ET general scanpath
generated by temporal bin shift method to the scanpaths
of 5 individual participants generated by Tobii Fixation
I-VT Filter2, the default setting of eye tracking software
Tobii Pro Lab to generate scanpath from a participant
(Tobii Pro Lab User Manual, 2021). The comparison
demonstrates that the general scanpath is able to
reproduce the viewing order from multiple participants,
by starting at the title, then scanning the text from
left-to-right and top-to-bottom as general gaze sweep
behavior (Malcolm et al., 2018).

5.2. Discussion
A question is raised in the beginning of this section: Is it
possible to find a scanpath from both mouse tracking
and eye tracking data at group level? The comparison in
the previous section shows that it is possible to deliver a
reasonable general scanpath with the novel approach of
the temporal bin shift method. Unlike the heat map,
there is no ground-truth for scanpath from all
participants, and it is hard to verify the validity of the
general scanpath produced. Thus, we can only address
the potential limitations of the temporal bin shift
method:
1. Time validity: Later the time point, more likely the

top-down attention will take over (Connor et al.,
2004), the gaze is then not visual driven, but
influenced by personal preference. It is expected the
density map in the later temporal bins is less
indicative, as the gazes are scattered in different
elements on the page driven by personal viewing
characteristics

2 The I-VT fixation filter is set to define the minimum fixation
duration to 60 ms, with a velocity threshold of 30°/s.



1.

2. Insufficient dynamic in bin size: The temporal time
bin is fixed by considering the mean fixation and
latencies of eye-hand coordination, referencing the
averaged result from the data set and finding from
other studies. This approach assumes the
participant's performance, the cognitive load on
webpages, and time spent on each visual element
are the same. The variance between each
participant and stimuli is not considered.

6. Conclusion
In this project, we investigate if the starting point, the
first element most commonly looked at on a webpage,
can be deduced from the most salient area in an eye
tracking map. A new concept is introduced to cluster
starting points by producing density maps at fixed
viewing duration. 51 structured web images with mouse
tracking data, eye tracking data, expoze.io prediction
saliency maps are reviewed.

MT does not concur with ET at the current setting:
The study of comparing map similarities found that the
level of agreement between MT and ET is even lower
than expoze.io and ET. The finding adversely affects the
reliability of mouse tracking ground truth as an
alternative to eye tracking for model evaluation under
the current setting. The parameters of the
mouse-contingent multi-resolutional paradigm are not
well investigated in the setting to mimic the human field
of vision on the web viewing.

The starting point is not necessary on the highest
saliency peak:
In the study of determining and comparing the starting
point, no strong association is observed between the
starting point and the most salient point on heat maps.
The hypothesis of the starting point in the most salient
area is disproved.

Produce a general scanpath with temporal bin shift
method:
The study of determining a general scanpath shows that
it is possible to produce a reasonable viewing order by
the shift of temporal bin. Time validity and insufficient
dynamic in bin size are the limitations of the proposed
method.

6.1. Areas for enhancements
Center fixation cross
Although we proposed a data-driven approach to reduce
positional bias, it is a post hoc analysis by removing gaze
or mouse position data points around fixation cross area
at early viewing time. If a salient element locates in the
fixation cross area, the early gaze on it will be considered
as noise. Salient elements in the center may be
neglected due to the loss of spiritual and temporal
information. This may influence the order of the
elements in the produced scanpath, especially for the
starting point.

Some studies (Peacock et al., 2020; Rothkegel et al.,
2016, 2017; Trukenbrod et al., 2019) show that moving
the initial fixation cross from the center to a random
location can reduce central fixation bias in free viewing
priorly. We suggest randomizing the fixation cross in
both ET and MT studies to minimize the positional bias
issue.

Mouse tracking setting to mimic peripheral vision
Although there are multiple success cases (Anwyl-Irvine
et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017; Lio et al.,
2019; Sidorov et al., 2020) that mouse tracking can serve
as an approximation of eye-tracking data by mimicking
peripheral vision, the parameter of the blurring filter and
the mechanism revealing unblurred area varies between
studies. Table 2 provides an overview of blurring
parameters in our current study and others' works.



Related work Aperture diameter
to mimic foveal (px)

Blurred edge of
aperture (px)

Blur sigma (px) Unblurring
mechanism

Sample of blurring setting

Our MT setting 110 28 28 200ms delay on a
fixed location

Anwyl-Irvine et al.
(2021)

5% of viewing
screen size (~96 px
on a 1920*1080 px
screen)

10 20 Reveals unblurred
area along cursor

Sidorov et al.
(2020)

400 No (sharp edge) 15 Hole the mouse
button to deblur (
max. deblurring
time for 4s)

Lio et al. (2019) 110 Yes but
parameter not
stated

40 Reveals unblurred
area along finger

Kim et al. (2017) 60-100 No (sharp edge) 30-50 Click to unblur

Table 2 Comparison of parameters to mimic peripheral vision in different studies

Table 2 shows that the aperture diameter and burring
sigma at the current setting are generally within the
benchmark range. However, the diverse unblurring
mechanisms across different studies indicate more
detailed study on how mouse movement reveals gaze
behavior is required.

6.2. General scanpath prediction in
future
Our work shows a novel method to produce a general
scanpath from multi-duration saliency maps. On the
premise of harvesting high quality data, the scanpath
prediction model could be trained on saliency
information with spatial and temporal dimensions.

The recent work of Xia et al. (2020) provided an
overview of different metrics to compare consistency
between two scanpaths which could help to evaluate the
agreement of general scanpath across individual
participant’s scanpath in objective metrics.

Conia et al. (2018) designed a method to predict saliency
by incorporating an attention mechanism based on the
combination of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997) and convolutional
networks. LSTM is a type of recurrent neural network
capable of learning order dependence in sequence
prediction problems. Figure 31 shows a LSTM unit, three
different gates: input gate, forget gate and output gate
that regulate information flow in an LSTM cell. LSTM
uses memory to store the relevant contextual
information and then add/modify/delete contextual
information based on new Input. This helps the network
to predict well for new input when context from very old
input will be required to be referred.

Figure 31 LSTM unit structure diagram (Zaroug et al.,
2020)

https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/0CYg/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/HqTH/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/RgGK/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/bRO9/?noauthor=1
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T-SLD-Y01ZWOylv1_B8OYQZPneHpfVoGhd8NV5z0suY/edit#table_compareMTsetting
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T-SLD-Y01ZWOylv1_B8OYQZPneHpfVoGhd8NV5z0suY/edit#tab_compareMTsetting
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/cTmF/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/z2ws/?noauthor=1
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/eSTF
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T-SLD-Y01ZWOylv1_B8OYQZPneHpfVoGhd8NV5z0suY/edit#fig_lstm_explain
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T-SLD-Y01ZWOylv1_B8OYQZPneHpfVoGhd8NV5z0suY/edit#figur_lstm_explain
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/S0Gc
https://paperpile.com/c/4WB6An/S0Gc


The underlying idea of using LSTM is to predict the
current salient region according to the previous ones to
increase the sequential dependence between salient
regions. The conventional saliency map is a
two-dimensional topographic map that encodes saliency
values. By considering the timestamp associated with
gaze point, the information of temporal dimension stack
on spatial dimension and a salience map in
three-dimensional space is created (as shown in
Figure 32). The values of each temporal slice can be
normalized, converting the slice into a probability map
that represents the probability of each pixel being
looked at by viewers at each timestep. Scanpath can also
be extracted from the 3D saliency map.

Figure 32 Three-dimensional saliency map

On the premise of harvesting high quality data, the
scanpath prediction model could possibly be trained
with 3D saliency maps with spatial and temporal
dimensions on the LSTM neural network.
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Appendix A: Saliency map comparison
Stimuli ET MT expoze.io















Appendix B: Staring point and general scanpath

ET general scanpath
Participants = 25

MT general scanpath
Participants = 27
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